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4 Felix Burkhardt Joachim Stegmann

5

6 � Springer-Verlag 2008

7 Abstract This paper presents an advanced call center,

8 which adapts presentation and interaction strategy to

9 properties of the caller such as age, gender, and emotional

10 state. User studies on interactive voice response (IVR)

11 systems have shown that these properties can be used

12 effectively to ‘‘tailor’’ services to users or user groups who

13 do not maintain personal preferences, e.g., because they do

14 not use the service on a regular basis. The adopted

15 approach to achieve individualization of services, without

16 being able to personalize them, is based on the analysis of a

17 caller’s voice. This paper shows how this approach benefits

18 service providers by being able to target entertainment and

19 recommendation options. It also shows how this analysis at

20 the same time benefits the customer, as it can increase

21 accessibility of IVR systems to user segments which have

22 particular expectations or which do not cope well with a

23 ‘‘one size fits all’’ system. The paper summarizes the

24 authors’ current work on component technologies, such as

25 emotion detection, age and gender recognition on tele-

26 phony speech, and presents results of usability and

27 acceptability tests as well as an architecture to integrate

28 these technologies in future multi-modal contact centers. It

29 is envisioned that these will eventually serve customers

30with an avatar representation of an agent and tailored

31interaction strategies, matching powerful output capabili-

32ties with advanced analysis of the user’s input.

33

34Keywords Speech dialog � Meta information �

35Individualized service � Adaptation � Usability

36

371 Introduction

38With the increasing availability of broad-band internet

39protocol (IP) network connections in homes and on mobile

40devices combined with novel, device-specific input meth-

41ods, it will be possible to transform conventional call

42centers into multi-modal support centers within the next

43few years. This is true for call centers involving human

44agents as well as services based on automatic interactive

45voice response (IVR) systems. Entertainment, services, and

46support can be augmented by using advanced image-pro-

47cessing technologies enabling, for example, an avatar

48representation of humans. These advanced output tech-

49nologies of course should be matched by appropriate

50sensors and appropriate processing on the input side, in

51order to be able to adapt content, presentation, and inter-

52action strategy not only to user preferences or the

53capabilities of the terminal device, but also to caller

54properties such as age, gender, and emotional state. Tai-

55loring speech dialog systems to individual customer

56segments will increase accessibility of services by

57improving the user experience of IVR systems for customer

58segments that have, according to current experience, not

59been using automatic services with great success. Also,

60users calling from a mobile phone will be using a segment-

61specific dialog with a voice-only interface, while users who

62might want to use video conferencing [e.g., because they
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63 are calling from an IP-based television (IPTV) set-top box

64 or a laptop] could make use of all the enhanced features of

65 the proposed system. It is believed that this approach will

66 greatly enhance the accessibility and acceptance of services

67 by providing adapted solutions particularly for infrequent

68 users, or less experienced, inhomogeneous user groups.

69 This paper summarizes recent research on speech dialog

70 systems which behave differently for callers of different

71 emotion, age, and gender. Experiments have been con-

72 ducted on current production IVR architectures to facilitate

73 the migration of existing portals and also to allow for the

74 deployment of individual components in isolation. The

75 same techniques can be employed to improve the accessi-

76 bility of a service and to increase the value of the customer

77 contact by being able to target information and advertising

78 more accurately in a call center. In many cases, knowledge

79 about the identity of a caller cannot be assumed for these

80 purposes, even if the calling line identification (CLI) is

81 known, as customers frequently share or pass on mobile

82 phones.

83 This paper surveys results on the usability and accept-

84 ability of dialog systems tailored for specific age and

85 gender groups in an audio-only setting. The enriched call

86 center integrates software for automatic conversion of

87 speech to text (STT) and modules for the detection of age,

88 gender, and emotion of the caller. Despite the plan for

89 multi-modal call centers in the future, speech is considered

90 the ‘‘main’’ modality, and the analysis will be based on the

91 speech signal alone. Knowledge about age and gender

92allows generating user-group specific variants in the

93developed telephony-based dialog systems which could be

94deployed to avoid having to deal with ‘‘angry’’ customers

95in the first place. In the current set-up, emotional customers

96will be given priority in the waiting loop to a live agent.

97Experience shows that use patterns (e.g., number and type

98of words used) of IVR systems vary noticeably for different

99age/gender groups [12], so that STT grammars can be

100specialized to the user group detected, resulting in

101improved STT performance. This approach, however will

102not be discussed in this paper.

103The current installed system allows automatically col-

104lecting age/gender statistics from live calls. Once this data

105is analyzed, future IVR systems will also be able to use

106predictions based on empirical evidence about a customer’s

107most likely interest in order to also tailor content presen-

108tation to the user, as is shown in Fig. 1.

1092 Related work

110Adaptive and personalized speech dialog systems are

111becoming more and more widespread, although approaches

112are specific to limited and isolated applications so far.

1132.1 Adaptive speech dialog systems

114Commercial speech dialog systems can be deployed in

115adaptive and personalized variants using a number of

Fig. 1 Example flow diagram of an IVR system tailored to age and

gender of the caller. This section of an IVR system fills the

‘‘provider’’ slot with either ‘‘mobile phone’’ (‘‘Handy’’), ‘‘fixed-line

phone’’ (‘‘Telefon’’), or ‘‘accessories’’ (‘‘Zubehoer’’). The ‘‘SBC’’

(‘‘Speech Based Classification’’) node routes the dialog differently for

different age groups. Assumptions about a user’s most likely interests

are being used to convert an open-ended question (‘‘Are you

interested in a mobile phone, a fixed-line phone, or accessories?’’),

which is used for middle-aged male and female callers (‘‘Frau/

Mann’’), into confirmation questions for children (‘‘Kind’’, ‘‘Are you

interested in a new mobile phone?’’) or seniors (‘‘Senior’’, ‘‘Are you

interested in a fixed-line phone?’’), if the respective device is of

dominant interest in that group
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116 technologies, for example allowing dynamic language

117 switches or running different systems for users with dif-

118 ferent experience or background. A full discussion of

119 platform implications and implementation issues at carriers

120 is beyond the scope of this paper, but a general discussion

121 of design issues for voice dialogs is given in [1].

122 Efforts have, for example, been devoted to the detection

123 of novice users with the target of better serving those with

124 limited knowledge of the system [14]. Some research has

125 focused on adaptation of vocabulary [10]. Other approa-

126 ches again aim to facilitate the development of adaptive

127 applications [28], by defining requirements for suitable

128 architectures. Evaluation in this case focused on users with

129 disabilities, such as visually impaired users and their

130 requirements. A typical example of a variable property in

131 adaptation is dialog modeling [27]: should the system be

132 system-initiative or user-initiative, making sure both

133 robustness and efficiency are considered? A good example

134 of how dialog level adaptivity can bring robustness to the

135 interaction is reported by Litman and Pan [18]. Chu-Carroll

136 and Nickerson [7] show that adapted systems better match

137 user expectations, more efficiently resolve dialog anoma-

138 lies, and result in higher overall dialog quality. In addition

139 to the dialog management issues, adaptive techniques are

140 needed to support context-sensitivity and conflict resolu-

141 tion in pervasive computing systems. While many

142 researchers have discussed the need for adaptivity and

143 personalization in general [19], the major challenge for

144 adaptive systems is still how systems can be adapted to

145 users whose characteristics and requirements are not know

146 exactly, for example, because their identity is not known,

147 or there is very little adaptation data available.

148 Most adaptive applications are therefore either based on

149 very specific knowledge about the domain (e.g., specific

150 interaction patterns that allow identification of inexperi-

151 enced users), or they rely on information automatically

152 retrieved from a database, e.g., the last time a customer

153 called. These strategies therefore do not usually generalize

154 to other applications, making the development of adaptive

155 applications expensive.

156 A relatively general approach is to adapt systems to

157 immutable (at least for the duration of the interaction) user

158 properties, for example, age and gender. Studies show that

159 the dialog strategies employed in IVR systems can suc-

160 cessfully be adapted to age and gender of the caller [12] in

161 order to improve service quality particularly for an inho-

162 mogeneous caller structure. Such results are currently

163 increasing interest in these algorithms in order to improve

164 overall service quality. Detection of emotional speech is

165 another issue with implications for customer satisfaction

166 [3].

167 Today’s telephone-based automatic speech dialog

168 applications generally fall into one of two categories:

1691. Replacement of existing telephone services that were

170previously operated using either touch-tone or live

171agents; or

1722. Extension of services available over the Web or

173through other sources to the telephone domain.

174The main driver for the use of commercial speech dialog

175systems is cost savings in customer care processes. Side

176benefits for customers are more responsive service, or

177wider availability, particularly when on the road, of the

178service. Because of the primary target, solutions to increase

179usability and accessibility for specific target groups only

180have a reasonable chance of being implemented if costs are

181being kept minimal. Yet, by building tailored systems for

182increasing accessibility for different target groups, call

183center operators should at the same time be able to enable

184‘‘conversational marketing’’ [20] in their contact centers,

185thereby increasing not only the satisfaction of their users,

186but also the value of the interaction to the company: being

187able to learn from the customer, and being able to present

188the right information to the customer at the right moment,

189is an interesting proposition brought about by adaptive

190systems.

191This work, therefore, presents a dialog system special-

192ized according to emotion, age and gender of the caller and

193an evaluation of the user benefits thereof. If implemented

194properly, the extra cost of such a system is minimal, but the

195potential is significant for both the customer and the

196company. The remainder of this section discusses related

197work in core technologies such as detection of emotion and

198detection of age and gender from audio data only.

1992.2 Classification of emotion

200The number of studies that deal with detection of emotional

201speech has increased significantly over the last few years.

202Comparisons between different approaches, however, are

203difficult as the definition of ‘‘emotion’’ varies between

204studies and data sets. These vary between acted laboratory

205material, real human–human communication and voice

206portal dialogs. Also, it is not clear how far ‘‘faked’’ emo-

207tion differ from ‘‘real’’ emotions. Also, depending on the

208type of data used, ground truth is hard to establish, as

209several human labelers can disagree on how to label a

210single given utterance or a dialog. Following the termi-

211nology established in [2], the developed application

212focuses on applications in ‘‘emotional monitoring’’ and

213‘‘believable agents’’.

214Explorations based on turns from customer-agent dia-

215logs from a stocks-service voice portal are reported in [8].

216The authors investigate the separation of the utterances into

217four emotion related states solely based on words with a

218uni-gram topic tracker classification algorithm. In an
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219 extension of their work they also analyze acoustic features

220 for emotion detection [9].

221 In [29], like in many other investigations, a subset of

222 AT&T’s How-May-I-help-You (HMIHY) database [11] is

223 used. This study differs from other work in that it does not

224 only address the classification of a single utterance, but the

225 annotation of entire dialogs. A certain emotion was not

226 specified, but dialogs were divided into ‘‘problematic’’ vs.

227 ‘‘non-problematic’’. The classification algorithm is based

228 on features derivable from ASR like words, duration and

229 number of words per utterance. Furthermore, the authors

230 investigate features such as 15 dialog-specific task

231 descriptions, data coming from the dialog manager (e.g.,

232 prompt, prompt, confirmation, etc.) and manually labeled

233 features such as words, age or gender of the speaker.

234 In [26], the automatic classification of emotional

235 expressions is studied, again on a subset of AT&T’s

236 HMIHY database. After collapsing seven discrete emotion

237 labels into two (negative vs. positive/neutral), a Hidden

238 Markov Model (HMM)-based classifier resulted in an error

239 rate of about 31% based on standard Mel frequency ceps-

240 tral coefficients (MFCCs), as used in automatic speech

241 recognition without any normalization. Gaussian mixture

242 models (GMMs) were used to model the states’ emission

243 probabilities. Additional pitch information did not result in

244 a significant increase.

245 In [17], the authors also operated on a subset of the

246 HMIHY data, looking at five different sets of features:

247 1. Prosodic features like energy, pitch or duration based

248 on voiced/unvoiced frames

249 2. Lexical features like words and interjections that were

250 manually labeled

251 3. A semiautomatic extraction of phones and pauses

252 4. Manually labeled HMIHY Dialog Acts

253 5. As context features, the deviation from one turn to the

254 next.

255 2.3 Classification of age and gender

256 Many approaches to age and gender classification were

257 motivated by the wish for a tailored response to require-

258 ments of elderly people [23]. In the work reported in this

259 paper, however, it is planned to introduce specialized

260 variants of the portals for other groups as well.

261 While research on the general influence of speaker age

262 on voice characteristics has been conducted since the late

263 1950s [16, 24], the first systems that could automatically

264 estimate the age and gender of a speaker were developed

265 only recently [22, 25, 26]. The quality of these systems is

266 difficult to compare, however, as the type of speech

267 material used, as well as the age classes considered, are not

268 consistent in the literature.

269In [21] a comparative study is presented of four

270approaches to age and gender classification on German

271telephony speech. The best performing system uses parallel

272phone recognizers (PPR) and was originally developed for

273automatic acoustic Language identification (LID).

2743 System architecture

275The components of the system described in this paper have

276already been developed and optimized individually, as the

277experiments described here are either conducted offline or

278run on standard IVR hardware and software as shown in

279Fig. 2. Prompts and settings of the speech dialog have also

280been taken from existing voice portals at Deutsche Tele-

281kom AG. This section describes the architecture of the

282enhanced IVR system, which will eventually evolve into

283the long-term target ‘‘multi-modal, adaptive customer care

284center’’, which is also described in more detail in [5].

285The central component of the architecture is a Voice-

286XML1 based voice portal, into which additional

287components for audio processing are integrated. Most of

288the automatic speech recognition systems deployed today

289communicate with the environment using an interface

290based on VoiceXML. A voice portal usually consists of a

291voice browser, which provides the connection to the tele-

292phone network and interfaces to the basic technology

293components like automatic speech recognition (ASR) and

294text-to-speech (TTS), and an application server, which

295hosts the dialog management and the application logic. The

296application server is based on the Java 2 Enterprise Edition

297(J2EE2) framework and communicates with the backend

298(e.g., databases) of the overall IT system.

299To avoid having to perform modifications to the existing

300voice browsers and to retain compatibility with VoiceXML

3012.0, the modules for the detection of emotion, gender, and

302age as servlets were integrated on the application server.

303Audio data are forwarded to the application server using the

Voice-Browser Application-
Server

HTTP-
Request

HTTP-
Response

ASR

TTS / Audio

e.g.
VoiceXML,…

Client Server

Speech

signal

Recognition,
Speech signal

Classifier

(Emotion, age, 
gender,…)

Fig. 2 The technical realization of the enhanced IVR system: extra

classifiers are run on the application server in order to avoid non-

standard modifications to the voice browser

1FL011 http://www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/.

2FL012 http://java.sun.com/javaee/.
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304 HTTP protocol and proprietary file-based transfer methods.

305 The next generation of voice browsers will support Voice-

306 XML2.1, and therefore will offer a standardized way to send

307 binary audio data from the voice browser to the application

308 server. However, in the long-term the direct integration of

309 the classifiers into the voice browser would of course be

310 preferable in order to reduce traffic between the servers.

311 In adaptive speech dialogs the voice application is run in

312 two or more ‘‘layers’’, or variants, allowing the application

313 server to easily switch between sets of prompts, recognition

314 grammars, or recognizer settings. The dialog manager fills

315 the Java Server Pages (JSPs) that contain the respective

316 VoiceXML code dynamically upon request.

317 The system architecture currently used in the developed

318 system is shown in Fig. 2.

319 4 Detection of age, gender, and emotion

320 The second major contribution to the vision of an enhanced

321 customer support center are the component technologies

322 providing the application logic with the information needed

323 to interpret not only the lexical transcription of what was

324 said, but to also take into account voice-based, non-verbal

325 information.

326 This section describes the current implementations of

327 components to automatically extract these properties from

328 speech.

329 4.1 Detection of emotional speech

330 The anger detection module used in this pilot voice portal

331 is described in [4, 6]. It initially distinguished three degrees

332 of emotion:

333 1. No anger

334 2. Low anger

335 3. High anger.

336 The distinction between these two types of anger is not to

337 be confused with the ‘‘hot’’ and ‘‘cold’’ anger labels [30], but

338 is motivated by the wish to be able to detect two degrees of

339 anger, possibly allowing to use different conciliation strat-

340 egies for ‘‘serious’’ and ‘‘mild’’ anger [6]. The idea is that

341 ‘‘slightly’’ angry callers could be calmed by more conser-

342 vative conciliation strategies than those that are downright

343 furious, but as different ‘‘degrees’’ of anger proved difficult

344 to recognize, this distinction is not used at the moment, but

345 the two anger classes are collapsed into one.

346 Three types of features are used in the emotion detection

347 module:

348 1. Prosodic features derived from the acoustic signal: the

349 current approach is based on 31 features derived from

350 pitch and energy, computed as one feature vector for a

351whole utterance. Gaussian classifiers were trained on a

3523 h training set taken from a real dialog system

353prototype [6]. Reference labels were generated by

354three human labelers experienced in development and

355quality monitoring of Man–Machine dialog systems.

356Only sections which all three labelers marked as

357‘‘angry’’ were treated as such. Inter-labeler agreement,

358however, was low: while two labelers agreed fairly

359well (80%), a third one disagreed quite often [2].

3602. Lexical features given by spotting of words from a

361manually determined swear-word list. However, the

362use of machine learning methods like, e.g. [15],

363requires large data sets to be available for system

364training.

3653. Dialog history features were computed by calculating

366prosodic deviation from non-angry speech with respect

367to the first turn uttered by the user and also by counting

368the detected anger occurrences in the dialog and

369lowering the threshold if anger appeared repeatedly.

370As dialog history is very expensive to track in real-life

371settings, it is not evaluated at the moment.

372The overall decision is generated by comparing confi-

373dences generated by class-specific one-versus-all detectors.

374Test data consists of 26 min of data from the same sources

375as the training data.

376First evaluations on the pilot voice portal, reported in [4]

377showed that, especially on ‘‘real life’’ voice portal data

378which includes a high number of noisy utterances, the error

379rate with respect to anger detection is quite high. When

380reducing the false alarm rate by the use of thresholds, it is

381around 5–10%, which means that appeasement strategies

382should be conservative in nature.

383Classifier training relies on consistently labeled data. As

384the decision on whether callers are angry based on short,

385distorted utterances from a voice portal is difficult for

386humans, too, the extraction of such data is a non-trivial

387process. Efforts in this direction are ongoing in context of

388the W3C’s Emotion Incubator Group,3 which deals with a

389standardized emotion markup language.

390Section 5 reports on the user studies performed using

391this module for the automatic detection of emotions and the

392evaluation of two strategies to resolve emotional speech in

393voice dialogs.

3944.2 Detection of age and gender

395For offline classifier development, several approaches to

396age and gender detection were compared on short (\6 s

397average) segments of telephone quality speech, for which

398reference information was available. Results show that

3FL013 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/emotion/.
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399 human and machine performance are not too far apart [21],

400 although hard decisions on age, for example, to control

401 access to specific services for minors, are not possible.

402 Still, the obtained results show that seven age/gender

403 classes4 can be identified with approximately 55% preci-

404 sion and recall [21], by using a system based on PPRs for

405 the individual age groups. As most confusions occur within

406 neighboring age groups and the male/female distinction

407 generally works more robustly, these classifiers turn out to

408 be very usable in practice.

409 The deployed system uses the PPR system evaluated and

410 described in [21], retrained to support up to eight classes.5

411 The system uses continuous densities hidden Markov

412 models (CDHMMs) and phoneme bigrams. Feature

413 extraction consists of computation of MFCCs and a linear

414 discriminant analysis (LDA) transform, retaining 24 com-

415 ponents for the final feature vectors. Figure 3 explains the

416 system architecture.

417 For each of the eight age/gender categories, a specific

418 phoneme recognizer with category specific HMM and

419 phoneme bigram is used. Neg-log scores for each respec-

420 tive category are computed using a Viterbi decoder. In a

421 final step, the classified category is determined by a min-

422 imum decision with regard to the eight neg-log category

423 scores. The system was trained and optimized on the

424 SpeechDat database [13].

425 5 Acceptability study: detection of emotional speech

426 Feasibility and possible advantages of anger detection for

427 optimizing voice-controlled customer self-service

428applications were evaluated in a dedicated acceptability

429study. The prototype application implemented for this

430evaluation was an automated voice dialog (in the German

431language) for selecting a new mobile phone according to

432the customer’s personal preferences, again taken from a

433production system.

434After the system’s welcome prompt, the customer can

435say the name of the mobile phone he would like to order, or

436he can ask for assistance in selecting an appropriate model.

437For example, it is possible to say a combination of desired

438features like MP3 player, radio, camera, or to specify a

439price limit, and the system offers a set of suitable products

440for further information and selection. After making a

441decision for a particular model, the user can receive

442detailed information about the product by fax or email.

443In order to detect potential problems that arise from an

444unsatisfactory course of interaction, automatic anger

445detection was introduced into the system. The objective

446was to help the customer by either offering the assistance

447of human operators or by trying to react with appropriate

448dialog strategies. The algorithm used for anger detection is

449the one described in Sect. 4.1. After an angry user utterance

450had been detected, the system randomly chooses one of the

451following two alternative approaches:

4521. The wording of the prompts is changed with the aim of

453calming down the user in order to continue the

454automatic voice dialog.

4552. The system offers the transfer of the call to a human

456operator to complete the task.

457This voice application was evaluated in an acceptability

458test with 200 test users (52% female, 48% male, age range

45918–65 years, average age 40 years). Most of them had

460previous experience with voice controlled systems and had

461already participated in other acceptability tests before. The

462test users had to call the system and complete a set of tasks.

463Unknown to the participants, only one of the tasks was

464assigned to the assessment of the system’s reaction in case

465of detected anger. For this task the system was manipu-

466lated, giving incorrect answers after the first user input in

467order to induce anger.

468A total of 59% of the test users reported they got angry

469after this incorrect system reaction, 56% of them estimated

470that they also spoke to the system with an angry voice; 60%

471of these callers (40 people in total) noticed a change in the

472system’s reaction related to their angry utterance. These

473users were then asked to describe their impression of this

474experience.

475Figure 4 shows the results of the assessment of the test

476users for the system’s reaction to angry utterances. Around

47770% perceived the system’s reaction as appropriate, while

478only 56% felt that it was helpful to complete the task. The

479difference between these results can be explained after

Feature
Extraction

Sample
Data

Phoneme
Recognizer

Phoneme
Recognizer

Phoneme
Recognizer

M
IN

Category
Decision

Category Scores

Fig. 3 Example age/gender system based on parallel phoneme

recognizers (PPR) for three categories. The ‘‘MIN’’ decision selects

the category pertaining to the phoneme recognizer yielding best

(lowest) score

4FL01 4 These were ‘‘children’’ plus ‘‘young’’, ‘‘adult’’, and ‘‘senior’’

4FL02 variants for ‘‘males’’ and ‘‘females’’. These classes were chosen so

4FL03 that different application scenarios initially envisaged could be tested

4FL04 by collapsing classes, i.e., without having to retrain the classifiers for

4FL05 every scenario.

5FL01 5 Children were represented by separate male and female models.
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480 looking at the different dialog strategies that were applied

481 in the respective voice-dialogs. Users who were offered to

482 be transferred to a human agent were more successful in

483 completing the task than those who continued the voice-

484 dialog with a de-escalating wording of the prompts.

485 At the end of the tests, all participants were asked to

486 assess the introduction of anger detection in voice-con-

487 trolled customer self-service applications in general.

488 Figure 5 shows the results of this general assessment of

489 anger detection. The results differ between the users who

490had noted the system’s targeted reaction to angry utterances

491and those who did not. A total of 72% of the users with and

49260% of the users without experience stated that the intro-

493duction of anger detection in voice applications seems very

494useful or useful to them. It is encouraging that the share out

495of 40 users who had made the experience with the emotion-

496aware system and found it very useful is about 15% higher

497than the share of those users without experience.

498This study was focused on subjective evaluation of

499emotion detection in an IVR system; an understanding of

500user perception is considered as a prerequisite for investi-

501gating if and how automatic emotion detection can also

502help to improve objective performance criteria in IVR

503systems.

5046 User study: classification of age and gender

505User studies using controlled conditions for age and gender

506of callers showed that dialog strategy and familiarity with

507IVR systems can vary significantly between groups such as

508men, women, and seniors [12]. Adaptation of TTS and

509dialog components could therefore yield significant gains

510in dialog success rates, usability, and ultimately customer

511satisfaction, when dealing with a heterogeneous clientele.

512In this case, the application logic maintains two or more

513layers, permitting the use of layer-specific prompts and

514grammars. Which layer is to be used for a particular caller

515is determined by the output of the speaker classification

516module as described before. This section describes user

517tests evaluating the influence layer-specific prompts have

518on overall user satisfaction, but does not evaluate layer-

519specific TTS grammars.

520An initial user test was conducted with two different

521layers for users below (‘‘JUN’’ or ‘‘junior’’) and above

522(‘‘SEN’’ or ‘‘senior’’) an age of 55 years. 27 users (12

523seniors, 15 juniors) were given four different tasks, which

524they had to complete with both systems. Tasks and systems

525were presented to the users in random order. Users could

526rate a system on a scale from 1 (‘‘very good’’) to 5

527(‘‘insufficient’’). The users’ mean opinion scores (MOS)

528were collected immediately after each interaction. Users

529had previously had exposure to speech dialog systems, and

530knew how to handle these systems. Users, however, did not

531have a professional or educational background related to

532the design of speech applications.

533The senior layers prompts were generally designed to be

534longer, more formal, and fully self-explanatory, and were

535also spoken with a slower speaking rate. Also, timeouts

536were increased to give the user more time to interact with

537the system.

538The target of this study was therefore not to measure if

539users would communicate more efficiently with one

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Appropriate

Helpful

Totally agree

Partly agree

Partly disagree

Disagree

Fig. 4 User experience of system reaction in case of detected anger:

the top bar shows the distribution of users’ opinion on whether they

thought that the system’s reaction to their emotional input was

helpful, while the bottom bar shows their agreement with the

statement that the system’s behavior was appropriate

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Useless

Less useful

Useful

Very useful

Experience

No experience

Fig. 5 General assessment of anger detection in voice applications:

the number of users who think emotion-awareness is ‘‘very useful’’ is

larger for the users who had experienced a system reaction specific to

emotional input (‘‘Experience’’) than for users who had not experi-

enced such a reaction (‘‘No experience’’)
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540 version of the system or another, but to understand if they

541 would be more happy doing so with one version or the

542 other. In this experiment, all users rated the ‘‘junior layer’’

543 better than the ‘‘senior layer’’, which confirms conventional

544 wisdom that senior users reject anything ‘‘specifically tai-

545 lored’’ to their (assumed) needs. Significant differences

546 were seen in the wording preferred for some tasks, which

547 provided insight into design strategies for age and gender

548 dependent speech dialog systems, which are necessarily

549 language and probably domain specific. Essentially, it is

550 possible to adapt wording to elderly users, but a system

551 would be perceived negatively if it was to speak slower or

552 allowed for long timeouts in order to, presumably, make it

553 easier for elderly callers.

554 In a next step, a pilot speech dialog system as described

555 above using an adaptive speech dialog for three different

556 segments was developed using three layers:

557 1. ‘‘JUN’’: young users (under 25 years)

558 2. ‘‘MID’’: adults (25–54)

559 3. ‘‘SEN’’: seniors (55 and older)

560 The age groups for these layers were chosen so that

561 target groups from existing marketing strategies can be

562 collapsed onto them. They are also compatible with the age

563 groups used in the experiments described in Sect. 4.2. Five

564 male and five female participants were recruited for each

565 segment, using the same selection criteria as for the pre-

566 vious study, so that 30 users participated in total.

567 The prompts and speech dialog settings for adult users

568 were taken from an existing production speech dialog

569 system, which has been optimized over several years.

570 Variants (‘‘layers’’) for younger and older users were

571 derived from this system. The speech input components

572 allow mixed initiative, so that users can directly state their

573 request in the opening step of the dialog and are not

574 restricted to following a narrow grammar when interacting

575 with the system.

576 In this experiment, users were required to get informa-

577 tion on their current plan and change into a new plan with

578 each layer of the dialog system. The tests were conducted

579 with the individual systems being presented to the users in

580 random order, to avoid a skew in the results stemming from

581 the order of presentation of the results. Users filled in the

582 system-specific questionnaire immediately after the inter-

583 action with a specific system, answering five questions on

584 their overall impression, the phrasing, the wording, the

585 speaking rate, and the length of the dialog prompts.

586 The design process of the segment-specific systems

587 derived from the ‘‘MID’’ or ‘‘main’’ system used the fol-

588 lowing criteria:

589 1. Menu prompting: for seniors, prompts in the menus

590 will be longer and at times repetitive, while for junior

591callers, they will be shorter and reduced to the

592minimum deemed necessary to be able to follow the

593dialog.

5942. Timeouts: for senior users, the system will use

595timeouts C3 s, while for junior users these will

596be B2 s.

5973. Wording and speaking rate: faster speaking rate and

598short, precise wording but colloquial pronunciation

599was used for junior callers, more moderate speed and

600descriptive wording was used for senior callers.

6014. Phrasing: more formal for seniors, polite but informal

602for juniors, the polite German ‘‘Sie’’ form was used in

603all cases.

604As an example, the following prompts were used to

605inform the caller that the call will be transferred to an

606agent. The ‘‘JUN’’ variant simply tells the caller that the

607call will be transferred to an agent because the system

608cannot understand, while the more formal variants apolo-

609gize for the system being unable to understand the caller.

610English translations are provided for reference.

611JUN: Leider hab’ ich nichts verstanden, ich werde Sie

612jetzt mit einem Berater verbinden.(Unfortunately I could

613not understand you, I’ll connect you with an agent.)

614MID: Es tut mir leid, ich habe leider nichts verstanden.

615Ich verbinde Sie jetzt mit einem Kundenberater. (I am

616sorry, I could not understand you. I will now connect

617you with an agent.)

618SEN: Verzeihung, ich habe Sie leider nicht verstanden.

619Ich stelle Sie jetzt zu einem unserer Kundenberater

620durch. (I am sorry, unfortunately I could not understand

621you. I will now connect you with one of our agents.)

622Figure 6 shows the overall impression the users reported

623on a scale from 1 (‘‘very good’’) to 5 (‘‘insufficient’’). For

624the ‘‘55+’’ (senior) age group, the ‘‘SEN’’ layer presents an

625insignificant improvement over the base ‘‘MID’’ layer,

626while both ‘‘25-’’ and ‘‘25–54’’ prefer the ‘‘JUN’’ layer

627over all other layers. Seniors, however, rate the ‘‘JUN’’

628layer significantly worse than the other user segments, so

629that it cannot be used universally. While the base speech

630dialog was rated with a MOS of 2.04, the segment-specific

631dialog reaches a MOS of 1.75, or 1.65 if adult users are

632also being served with the ‘‘JUN’’ layer.

633To be able to further optimize the different dialogs,

634individual contributing factors were also evaluated. Fig-

635ures 7 (‘‘phrasing’’) and 8 (‘‘wording’’) show that young

636and middle-aged users always prefer the colloquial ‘‘JUN’’

637variant, even over the neutral ‘‘MID’’ variant, while senior

638callers always prefer the more elaborate and formal

639wording and phrasing. It is important to note that all users

640had used speech dialog systems before, so this effect is not

641due to inexperience on the part of a specific user segment.
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642 The user’s preferences for the speaking rate and length

643 of prompts are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The initial

644 hypothesis that older users would prefer a slower and

645 longer prompt cannot be confirmed, as the joint variation of

646 speaking rate and prompt length produce inconsistent

647 perceptions among users: senior users, for example, per-

648 ceive the ‘‘JUN’’ layer to be spoken ‘‘too slow’’, even

649 though it is spoken faster than the ‘‘SEN’’ layer.

650 After successful completion of the plan change, the

651 production system offers callers to listen to extra infor-

652 mation on current promotions and possibly to connect them

653 to an agent for further information. At the end of the user

654 study, users were therefore asked to rate seven songs for

655 suitability as waiting loop music in this situation and to rate

656five current products according to their interest in this sit-

657uation, allowing tying between two or more songs or

658products, in case they could not decide. The best song and

Overall Impression

1,00 1,50 2,00 2,50 3,00 3,50

SEL

ALL

25-

25-55

55+

Mean Opinion Score

SEN Layer

MID Layer

JUN Layer

Fig. 6 Overall impression expressed as mean opinion score (MOS,

‘‘1’’ is ‘‘very good’’, ‘‘5’’ is ‘‘insufficient’’) for the different systems as

indicated by users of the individual segments: ‘‘ALL’’ gives the MOS

of all users for the given layer and ‘‘SEL’’ gives the MOS of the users

for their pre-‘‘selected’’ layer, i.e. even though users from the ‘‘25–

54’’ adult segment prefer the ‘‘JUN layer’’ over the ‘‘MID layer’’, in

general users prefer the segment-specific layer

Phrasing

1,00 1,50 2,00 2,50 3,00 3,50

SEL

ALL

25-

25-55

55+

Mean Opinion Score

SEN Layer

MID Layer

JUN Layer

Fig. 7 MOS for the ‘‘phrasing’’ (German: ‘‘Formulierung’’) of

prompts, i.e. the impression on grammatical phrases, the level of

politeness, and the sentence structure

Wording

1,00 1,50 2,00 2,50 3,00 3,50

SEL

ALL

25-

25-55

55+

Mean Opinion Score

SEN Layer

MID Layer

JUN Layer

Fig. 8 MOS for the ‘‘wording’’ (German: ‘‘Wortwahl’’) of prompts,

i.e. the appropriateness of expressions used by the system and the

cues used to elicit responses to the prompts from the user

Speaking Rate

-1,00 -0,75 -0,50 -0,25 0,00 0,25 0,50 0,75 1,00

SEL

ALL

25-

25-55

55+

<0 = too fast ... 0 = ok ... >0 = too slow

SEN Layer

MID Layer

JUN Layer

Fig. 9 Deviation of the system’s speaking rate from the ‘‘ok’’ value

in the middle of a scale of five values

Prompt Length

-1,00 -0,75 -0,50 -0,25 0,00 0,25 0,50 0,75 1,00

SEL

ALL

25-

25-55

55+

<0 = too short ... 0 = ok ... >0 = too long

SEN Layer

MID Layer

JUN Layer

Fig. 10 Deviation of the length of the prompts from the ‘‘ok’’ value

in the middle of a scale of five values
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659 product therefore receives a rating of ‘‘1’’, while the worst

660 rating of ‘‘5’’ (product) or ‘‘7’’ (song) is not assigned, if two

661 items are tied. Users could listen to songs and review

662 product information, if they were not familiar. Songs and

663 products were selected using marketing a-priori assump-

664 tions and were specific for age and gender groups. Songs

665 were selected from a mix of past and current popular

666 music, while products were picked from Deutsche Telekom

667 current tariff portfolio for users of mobile devices.

668 For this experiment, the ‘‘JUN’’ segment of users below

669 25 years of age was split in a segment of users below

670 15 years (‘‘kids’’), and a group of users 15–24 years

671 (‘‘young’’). All segments were split for gender (‘‘M’’/‘‘F’’),

672 resulting in a total of eight target groups, some of which

673 shared the ‘‘preferred’’ waiting music and product recom-

674 mendation. As waiting loop music and product

675 recommendation were evaluated after the different layers,

676 these did not influence the user’s rating of the individual

677 layers.

678 Figure 11 shows how age and gender classification can

679 improve the rating that a song played in a waiting loop

680 receives by a user. While the globally optimal song from

681 the selection receives an average rating of 2.67 over all

682 users, the matching of segments and songs receives a rating

683 of 2.4 on average when using automatic assignment and 2.1

684 when using real class labels. Given that songs can be tied

685 and the average ‘‘distance’’ between songs is less than 0.3,

686 this result means that the algorithm is capable of selecting

687 the next best song from the list on average.

688Figure 12 shows how age and gender classification can

689improve targeted product recommendations in the absence

690of other information about the customer’s preferences.

691Again, selection of product recommendation per segment

692improves the average rating from 2.5 to 2.1, which is sig-

693nificant, as ratings vary globally between 2.5 for the best

694product and 4.0 for the least interesting of five products.

695Knowing ground truth about the class of a speaker reduces

696this number to 1.9 (instead of 2.1 using the automatic

697procedure).

698Table 1 shows a summary of results: while it is certainly

699not possible to directly compare the improvements of a

700service’s usability and accessibility, i.e., the perceived

701improvements in overall impression, wording, and phras-

702ing, with the improvements in the service’s potential to

703tailor waiting loop music and product recommendations to

704an unknown customer, these results show that the same

705technology can contribute significantly to both targets at

706the same time, making it an interesting target for future

707research and development. It is interesting to note that for

708products which were designed with specific target groups

709in mind, the assignment using the automatic age/gender

710classifier produces better results than for music.

711While there is no consistent trend in speed and length of

712prompts perceived by the test users, it is certainly possible

713to tailor wording and phrasing of prompts to target groups

714and achieve improved segment-specific ratings for these

715categories and for the overall impression. The knowledge

716about segment specific wording and phrasing is unfortu-

717nately language specific and largely anecdotal, so an

718automatic approach to improve dialog systems cannot be

719constructed. The presented components for automatic

Fig. 11 User segments’ waiting loop music preferences: the graph

shows the average rating for the different songs sorted according to

their rank in each segment, i.e. column ‘‘1’’ gives the rating for the

best song in each user segment, while ‘‘2’’ shows the rating for the

runner-up. ‘‘Global’’ shows the average rating of the songs ranked

across all users, while ‘‘Selected’’ shows the rating an automatic

selection of songs would achieve, if the PPR approach described in

[21] was to be used for the assignment

Fig. 12 User segments’ product preferences: in analogy to Fig. 11;

this figure shows the distribution of product preferences according to

user segments. As the best rating is ‘‘1’’, the selection of products to

recommend using age or gender of a caller has a significant advantage

over the recommendation of a single product to all user segments
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720 estimation of age, gender, and emotion from speech data,

721 however allow automatic assessment of user opinions, in

722 user studies or possibly even in live systems, so that sys-

723 tems can be improved in an iterative manner using human

724 input and feedback.

725 7 Summary and outlook

726 With the increasing availability of broad-band internet

727 protocol (IP) network connections in homes and on mobile

728 devices combined with multi-modal input and output

729 capabilities on many devices, the potential for high-quality

730 customer self-service as well as location independent

731 access to all kinds of general automated information ser-

732 vices will change drastically in the next few years. There is

733 a certain risk, however, that these services will only be

734 available to an ‘‘information elite’’, capable of using state

735 of the art equipment and services. This paper presents a

736 pilot of an advanced interactive voice response system

737 using classification of age, gender, and emotion to adapt

738 system behavior to the expectations of specific target

739 groups. It is argued this will allow improving the accessi-

740 bility of the service and the user experience. Even though

741 full personalization of many services may not be possible,

742 as the identity of the calling person cannot be known

743 reliably from calling line identification, deriving estimates

744 for the caller’s age, gender, and emotional state allows for

745 individualization by changing the system behavior, so that

746 specific customer segments can be served differently.

747 The work reported in this paper shows how the same

748 technology can be used to better meet users’ expectations

749 in a current customer care scenario, improve their overall

750 impression of an interactive voice response system, and

751 enable a segment-specific approach to targeted advertising

752 or selling even to un-identified customers. Given the

753 increasing market penetration of systems aimed at cus-

754 tomer self service for cost efficiency, this technology

755 increases the value of a customer contact for the operator,

756but at the same time holds the potential to significantly

757increase the accessibility of services for user segments that

758do not cope well with ‘‘one size fits all’’.

759This paper summarized component evaluations, user

760studies, and acceptability tests on the use of emotion

761detection and recognition of age and gender, enabling to

762upgrade the ‘‘upstream’’ information flow in a customer

763care scenario and to ‘‘put the automatic agent closer to the

764user’’. An important part of the system development

765efforts, which could not be discussed here, is the ability to

766easily and consistently derive variants of an existing dialog,

767which are specific to a particular user group, for example

768young men or elderly people. For this purpose, a ‘‘work-

769bench’’ has been designed which integrates design patterns

770and transformation rules, so that in the future it should be

771possible to create variants of existing dialogs and processes

772semi-automatically. Other studies [12] have shown that

773dialog strategy and familiarity with IVR systems can vary

774significantly between groups such as men, women, and

775seniors. This implies that the techniques investigated here

776could also be used to adapt core text to speech and dialog

777components to individual user segments, which would

778yield significant gains in dialog success rates, usability, and

779ultimately customer satisfaction.

780Currently, the first age and gender specific dialog sys-

781tems are being deployed. It is planned to integrate these

782components in a future animated avatar system, to be

783steered either by synthetically generated movements or by

784live body motion of a real operator in a call center. While

785the final target of this research is a fully automated ‘‘agent’’

786for (among others) customer support applications, hybrid

787applications, in which at least one participant of a video

788conference is ‘‘hidden’’ behind an avatar, are also possible.

789Avatars steered by human operators instead of algorithms

790can be used to protect privacy and can even be used for fun.

791Also, it is possible to imagine situations in which a human

792might seamlessly assume control of an avatar previously

793controlled algorithmically. In these situations, which are

794expected to further improve the accessibility of services,

795specific system reactions for callers of different age, gender,

796and emotion will be necessary in order to ensure successful

797exploitation of the technical capabilities by users.
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